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Jestony German Shepherds
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Every pup will also leave microchipped and your details registered with Petlog, it goes without saying that we

will be on hand for the rest of the pups life to offer advice and guidance should this ever be needed.

Jestony German ShepherdsWe are the home of quality bred German Shepherds, only ever breeding from KC registered, health tested parents of excellent type and

with temprements to die for!! We fully support and are members of the Kennel Club Assured Breeders Scheme. For us, no other breed compares to the most loyal,

loving and trustworthy german shepherd dog and therefore we are constantly striving to improve the breed that we have for years, so loved and admired!!

Absolutely no expense has been spared in the preparation of the breeding and rearing of these little beauties and we will travel the length and breadth of the country

to find the perfect match when we are planning a litter. All pups leave here well socialised happy bundles of fun as all litters are born and raised within our busy

home and that is where they stay until the time comes for them to leave for their new loving homes with which they take a substantial and fully comprehensive puppy

pack including KC registration document, 5 generation pedigree, worming certificate, 12 weeks insurance along with a bag of the high quality food the pup has been

reared on ect......to ensure the transition from the nest to new home goes as smoothly and as stress free as possible for you and your new addition. Every pup will also

leave microchipped and your details registered with Petlog, it goes without saying that we will be on hand for the rest of the pups life to offer advice and guidance

should this ever be needed.All content of this listing belongs to the Owner in this Listing! Copyright © All Rights Reserved.
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